Student Learning Outcomes and Means of Assessment of Written, Oral and Cultural Proficiency of MLS German and Spanish majors/BSEDs

**Oral proficiency** in target language: assessment instrument: the ACTFL Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) face to face or telephonically. Official results through Language Testing International (LTI). Required: 80% at Intermediate High; (80% of BSEDs at Advanced Low or above as of Fall 2016.)

**Writing proficiency** in the target language: assessment instrument: the ACTFL Writing Proficiency Test (WPT). Official results through LTI. Required 80% at Intermediate High; (80% of BSEDs at Advanced Low or above as of Fall 2016.)

**Cultural proficiency** in the target language: assessment instrument: a cultural research investigation of an aspect of the target culture that focuses on the three P's: practices, products and perspectives of culture. This investigation consists of both a research/analytical paper and a formal presentation in the target language open to the MLS faculty. Required: 80% achieve an average grade of 80% or higher on the entire project.